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Ladies and
Gentlemen,
The commercial property market in Germany is still on the
upswing. In the first half of 2014 alone, nearly € 17 billion
were invested in Germany. This 34 percent increase compared

Peter Finkbeiner and Niclas Karoff

to the same period last year is evidence of Germany’s attractiveness as one of the most sought-after investment targets1.

analysed individual asset classes in the commercial segment.

Due to the high demand and correspondingly high prices for

Food retail properties – i.e. supermarkets and grocery stores –

prime properties in Germany’s seven metropolises, investors

represent a promising asset class in Germany, as indicated in a

are increasingly focusing on B- and C-rated cities (i.e. medium

study published in June 2014 by real estate market researchers

to small cities) as alternative investment locations. Given the

bulwiengesa. At this point, we would like to warmly thank

fact that around 16 million people (about every fifth inhabitant)

Mr Ralf-Peter Koschny, bulwiengesa board member, for his com-

reside in the 73 B and C locations in Germany, it’s a logical

ments in the interview on pages 36/37 in this report. Another

expansion of investment strategy.2

interview – with Mr Christian Böllhoff, managing partner of
Prognos AG – shows clearly the importance of the analysis

Additionally, the “Berlin boom”, which is affecting nearly all

of the basic local economic and demographic conditions for

business segments in the capital city, remains one of the most

sustainable real estate investments. We would also like to ex-

promising developments on the German real estate market.

press our special thanks to Mr Böllhoff for his comments in the

Indicators such as significant population growth over the past

interview on pages 18/19.

five years, rising office employment, a rise in retail purchasing
power, and record hotel accommodation figures, continue to

The success of any real estate investment depends heavily on

make investment in the Berlin office, retail, or hotel properties

local expertise. With this year’s report, which also incorporates

markets attractive. This has also been confirmed in our recent

the market knowledge of our local teams, it is our aim to con-

study, “Property Markets in Berlin and Eastern Germany”.

tribute once again to improved market transparency. We wish
you an interesting and insightful read.

Clear focus on Berlin and the eastern German
growth locations
TLG IMMOBILIEN has been an active portfolio manager in Berlin

Berlin, December 2014

and in the growth regions of eastern Germany for over 20 years.
In addition to Berlin, our business focus is on the major eastern
German cities of Dresden, Leipzig, and Rostock. The regional
centres of Erfurt, Jena, Magdeburg and Potsdam – being other
important segmental markets – are also a core component of

Peter Finkbeiner

Niclas Karoff

this study, which reports extensively about the transactions,

Member of the

Member of the

office, retail, and hotel property markets. In addition, the study

Management Board

Management Board

CBRE: Germany Investment Quarterly - Market View Q2 2014
TLG Immobilien/Wüest & Partner (04/2012): Investment opportunities in German medium-sized cities

1
2
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Executive
Summary

Booming Berlin, positive
d evelopments in the largest
eastern German cities

The Report “Property Markets in Berlin and Eastern Ger-

Berlin hotel market: Guest night figures at a record

many” published by TLG Immobilien offers not only de-

high, but profitability and occupancy rates behind

tailed insights into the commercial property market of the

western German cities

German capital, but also gives a compact overview of real

Tourism has come to play an important role in the capital’s

estate markets in the eastern German cities of Dresden,

economy. For many years now, hotel accommodation

Erfurt, Jena, Leipzig, Magdeburg, Potsdam, and Rostock.

figures have been leaping from one record to the next,

While the Berlin boom has an impact on nearly all com-

and in 2013, the capital recorded 26.9 million hotel guest

mercial segments in the capital, the other eastern German

nights, putting Berlin in third place in Europe after Lon-

cities are generally developing well, but still have ups and

don and Paris. Investitionsbank Berlin (IBB) expects the

downs in certain market segments.

city to reach the 30 million guest nights mark by 2016.4
Important hotel KPIs, such as revenue per available room

Berlin

(RevPAR), average daily rates (ADR), and occupancy rates

Berlin office market:

for hotel rooms increased in recent years. Nevertheless,

Declining vacancy rates, rising office employment

KPIs in the capital still fall short of those achieved in

In the capital, the office market continues to show growth.

other major western German cities. This is not detracting

For 2014, the Investitionsbank Berlin (Berlin investment

from construction activity, however. Numerous projects

bank) has projected economic growth of 2 percent for

are in the pipeline, for example, around the new central

the capital – significantly more than in the preceding year

train station.

(1.2 percent). Office employment, an important driver of
the office properties market, has increased by nearly 80,000

Berlin investment market:

people between 2008 and 2013 – a 12.7 percent rise. These

Office properties attract most capital

positive trends are reflected in falling vacancy rates. While

In 2013, the investment market remained strong, with

the vacancy rate in 2008 stood at 8.0 percent, it dropped

money continuing to flow abundantly to Berlin. The € 3.48

to a low 5.5 percent by the end of 2013. In 2013, letting

billion5 achieved in 2013 was, however, less than the record

turnover in the office market stood at 530,000 square

set the previous year (€ 4.36 billion).6 According to BNP

metres, well above the 10-year average.3

Paribas Real Estate, which calculates investment volume
in 2013 at almost € 3.6 billion (2012: € 3.85 billion), about

Berlin retail market:

€ 1.6 billion (45 percent) of this total was invested in the

High letting turnover, rising rents in prime locations

office segment and € 1.3 billion in retail properties. The

Even retail properties were able to benefit from the general

hotel segment was able to attract investment volume of

boom in Berlin. International and expanding national

€ 200 million - significantly less than in the previous year

retailers increased their demand for space. Noteworthy was

(€ 432 million).7 In the first half of 2014, capital invested

the almost 40 percent rise in prime rents for larger surfaces

in Berlin amounted in total to € 1.3 billion. The main cause

(over 150 square metres) in a year-on-year comparison, from

for the decline in transaction volume in Berlin is the lack

€ 180 in 2012 up to € 250 per square metre in 2013.

of available properties in the capital.8

3

bulwiengesa, 2014
http://www.ibb.de/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-62/216_read-7931/
5
Savills’ database (2014)

6

4

7

Savills’ database (2014)
BNP Paribas Real Estate
8
Savills’ database (2014)
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Eastern Germany

3.3 percent in western Germany.10 Food retail properties,

Office employment on the rise in nearly

with their strong focus on groceries, are attractive as the

all large eastern German cities

growing online trend has so far played no significant role in

As in the capital, rising office employment is also having

the food sector and will not do so for some time to come.

a positive impact on office markets in the large eastern

In this respect, there will continue to be stable demand

German cities. This is true in particular for the Saxon growth

for sales space.

centres of Leipzig and Dresden, but also for Potsdam and
Rostock. These four cities are also recording a decline in

Hotel markets at different levels

vacant offices – in Potsdam down to a low rate of 4.0

Developments in eastern German hotel markets, in contrast,

percent in 2013, and in Rostock down to 7.8 percent 9.

are proving to be uneven. In principle, the hotel industry in

In contrast, the office segment in Magdeburg and Erfurt

the seven cities under consideration (Dresden, Erfurt, Jena,

recently showed weaker performance, while Jena takes the

Leipzig, Magdeburg, Potsdam, and Rostock) experienced

middle ground with stagnating development.

a consistently positive development since 2008. All major
hotel KPIs have continued to rise in all locations. However,

Central business districts of Dresden and Leipzig

while some markets, such as Rostock, are on a similar level

record rent increases of up to 14 percent

to Berlin (rising guest nights) or even surpass it (RevPAR,

While Dresden and Leipzig registered rent increases of up

ADR), other cities, e.g. Magdeburg and Erfurt, are at a

to 14 percent in the segment for larger retail space over

significantly lower level.

150 square metres in a 2012/2013 year-on-year comparison,
rents in other eastern German cities remained largely stable.

Leipzig and Dresden record highest transaction volume

However, all seven surveyed cities were able to register

Commercial transactions in Leipzig and Dresden tradi-

rises in purchasing power and retail sales in the past two

tionally play the most important role in eastern Germany

years. A focus on centrality shows that, with the exception

(excluding Berlin). This continued to be the case in 2013,

of Potsdam, there was a considerable influx of purchasing

with € 164 million invested in real estate in Dresden and

power generated by the surrounding areas. Tourists, too,

€ 140 million in properties in Leipzig. Between 2009 and

provide an important demand group for the retail segment,

2012, the five eastern German states recorded a rise in

for example in Dresden or Rostock. Potsdam’s lesser cen-

investment in commercial real estate: Investment volume

tralisation is a result of the strong pull of Berlin.

in this period increased from about € 320 million to around
€ 1.87 billion. Following a slight decline to € 1.36 billion in

Food retail properties as an attractive niche segment

2013, volumes were already at € 1.37 billion by mid-2014.11

Food retail properties are a particularly interesting niche
in the retail segment in eastern Germany. Over an extended observation period, these properties reported significantly higher rent rises than their counterparts in western
Germany. For example, in a comparison of the periods
2010 – 2014 and 2005 – 2009, rents in eastern Germany
rose on average by 7.4 percent, while they declined by

9
10
11

bulwiengesa, 2014
bulwiengesa: Food retail properties in Germany 2014 – Market Trends and Investment Opportunities
Savills’ database (2014)
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BERLIN PROPERTY MARKET:
GROWTH METROPOLIS IN THE FOCUS OF INVESTORS
Berlin is growing – faster than any of the other top seven

Europe’s most attractive investment centres: Berlin ahead of Munich a

German cities. At the end of 2013, Berlin had a population
of around 3,422,000 people. The population grew by almost

London

47,000 last year, primarily due to a migration gain of more
than 44,000 people.12 By comparison, in 2013, the population increase in Hamburg and Munich was significantly
lower at about 20,000 and 25,000 respectively. Similarly,
Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Cologne, and Stuttgart showed a

Madrid
Berlin
Munich

combined increase in 2013 of just 42,000 inhabitants compared with the previous year.13
Berlin’s outstanding growth is also interesting for real
estate investors, as the increasing number of inhabitants

Paris
Amsterdam
Dublin

not only has a positive impact on the residential property market, but also on the market for office and retail
properties. An increase in residents means more potential
customers for the local retail trade, and the number of
office employees increases as a rule as well. Thus, it is
not surprising that real estate investors find Germany, and
especially Berlin, very attractive, as documented in CBRE’s
2014 survey “European Real Estate Investor Intentions”. 21
percent of the 387 European investors surveyed by CBRE

Warsaw
Hamburg
Barcelona
0%

5%

10 %

Source: CBRE European Investor Intentions Survey 2014
(Which city in Europe do you believe to be the most attractive?)

state that Germany ranks behind the UK (29 percent) as the

In this context, Berlin stands out in a particularly positive

most attractive real estate market in the world currently.

way: Investment volume between 2009 and 2012 rose here

In a comparison of the major European cities, Berlin is the

from € 1.22 billion to € 4.36 billion. While volume fell in

top location in Germany, ranked in third place overall, and

2013 to € 3.48 billion, this decline was not due to a lack

thus considered to be more attractive than Munich and

of demand, but rather due to a lack of supply in Berlin’s

Hamburg for real estate investment. The respondents only

commercial real estates. In the first half of 2014, capital

considered London and Madrid to offer better investment

invested in Berlin amounted to € 1.3 billion in total. Thus,

opportunities this year.14

transaction volumes in the city of Berlin alone were almost
at the same level as for the whole of eastern Germany,

The great confidence in the German and, in particular, the

where € 1.37 billion were invested in the first half of 2014.

Berlin real estate market, is also reflected in investment

This half-year result for 2014 surpassed the total for the

volumes. In the first half of 2014, nearly € 17 billion were

entire year 2013 (€ 1.36 billion).16

invested in the German commercial real estate market, a
jump of 34 percent over the same period last year.15

Amt für Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg (2014) [Office for Statistics for Berlin-Brandenburg]: Press release of 19.09.2014, figures based on the 2011 census
Statistics of respective cities (08/2014)

CBRE
(03/2014): EMEA ViewPoint - European Real Estate Investor Intentions 2014

CBRE:
Germany Investment Quarterly – Market View Q2 2014

12 
13
14
15

15 %
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and Hamburg

2014

2013

The rise in employment can also be confirmed by an overview of the previous two years. Between December 2011
and December 2013, the unemployment rate in Berlin fell
by 1.1 percentage points and thus by significantly more
than the national average (- 0.1 percentage points). In particular, many job seekers found new employment last year.

Island

In 2013, no other location in Germany recorded a higher
rise in employment than Berlin. The increase here was 1.9

Finnland

Schweden

percent, which means that 1.79 million people were em-

Norwegen

Estland

ployed in the capital. In Hamburg and Baden-Württemberg,

Russland
Lettland

Dänemark

ranked second and third, the increase in the number of

Irland
Littauen
Russland

Großbritannien

Weißrussland

employed people was 1.1 and 1.0 percent respectively. In

Niederlande
Polen

Belgien
Deutschland

the first quarter of 2014, Berlin recorded the highest rise

Luxemburg
Tschechien

Ukraine
Slowakei

Österreich

Schweiz

in its working population of all the German states.18

Moldavien

Ungarn
Slowenien

Rumänien

Kroatien
Bosnien und
Herzegovina
Serbien

Andorra
Italien
Portugal

Spanien

The Prognos Future Atlas confirms the positive develop-

Bulgarien
Montenegro
Mazedonien
Albanien

ments in Berlin. Every three years, the research institute

Griechenland

assesses the current situation and perspectives for the
402 German counties and cities. Comparing the 2010 and
20 %

25 %

30%

35 %
respondents in %

2013 surveys, it becomes clear how quickly Berlin caught
up in the categories of demographics, economic and social
situation, labour market, and economic performance. Berlin

Berlin’s economy

now ranks 19th among the top 20 most dynamic counties

The dynamics of the Berlin real estate market are based

and cities in Germany. Three years ago, Berlin was only in

on solid economic performance, as shown in the economic

42nd place in the dynamics ranking.19

survey by the Chambers of Commerce and Industry for the
entire Berlin-Brandenburg economic region. The economic

Tourism plays a special role in Berlin’s economy. In 2000,

climate index, which reflects a combination of the current

Berlin reached the milestone figure of 10 million guest

situation and business expectations of resident companies,

nights. Ten years later, the aim was to crack the 15 million

rose to 129 points at the beginning of 2014, surpassing the

mark – but hotels in the city went on better, registering

previous year by 11 points. Even before the economic and

more than 20 million overnight stays.20 In 2013, Berlin

financial crisis, the index had “only” reached a peak of 128

surpassed its previous record in the preceding year by 8.2

points. The survey shows that 54 percent of Berlin-based

percent, with 27 million guest nights. Over the same period,

companies consider their current business situation to be

the number of visitors rose to 11.3 million, an increase of

good, while a quarter of the German capital’s businesses

4.4 percent. This growth was well above the national aver-

plan to hire staff.17

age, which amounted to a rise of 1.0 percent in overnight
stays and of 2.0 percent in the number of visitors. Just as
18

16
17

Savills’ database (2014)
Working Group of the Chambers of Commerce and Industry for Berlin and Brandenburg
(02/2014): Economic Report 2014

19
20

Amt für Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg (2014) [Office for Statistics for Berlin-Brandenburg]:
Press release dated 23.012014 and 17.06.2014
Prognos (11/2013): Prognos Future Atlas 2013 - Germany’s regions competing for the future

Deloitte
(2013): Hotel market Berlin, Q2 2013
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Berlin: record guest-night figures – tourism boom benefits retail sector

with demand, supply has grown dynamically in recent years
– but this has by no means led to oversupply, as a look at
occupancy shows. Despite 7,000 new beds, a 2012/2013
comparison shows that average occupancy rose to 56.4
percent (2012: 54.5 percent 21).22 In the current year, too,
the Berlin tourism industry has so far maintained a positive
balance. The number of guest nights for all visitors to Berlin
in the first half of 2014 rose to 13.2 million – an increase
of 6.3 percent compared to the same period last year.23

Data by Deloitte, Berlin hotel market, Q2 2013, occupancy rate in 2012 was 53.2 percent - figures based on earlier indications of the Office for Statistics for Berlin-Brandenburg
Amt für Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg (2014) [Office for Statistics for Berlin-Brandenburg]: Press release of 27.02.2014
23 
Amt für Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg (2014) [Office for Statistics for Berlin-Brandenburg]: Press release of 08.08.2014
21

22 
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PROPERTY MARKET IN EASTERN GERMANY:
STRONG APPEAL OF B-CITIES
According to the results of the latest Union Investment

and Erfurt (rank 30) are deemed dynamically above aver-

investor survey of August 201424, investors are increasingly

age compared to the 71 locations included in the overall

being drawn to B-ranked cities and towns as alternatives

survey.26

due to high prices or declining net initial yields for prime
properties in Germany’s seven major metropolises. Given

As is apparent from the current “Report on the State of

the fact that 16 million people, or one in five residents in

German Unity”, eastern Germany has posted many posi-

Germany, live in the 73 B- and C-ranked towns and cities

tive results. The exodus from eastern Germany has largely

(or more precisely, regional centres) with more than

stopped, for example. For the first time since reunification,

100,000 inhabitants, this alternative strategy is only log-

the number of people moving from eastern to western Ger-

ical. If the fundamental data in terms of demographics

many was roughly equal to those moving in the opposite

and economic development are correct, then investments

direction.27 One reason for this is the continued growth of

in German B- and C-ranked cities may often prove to be

the labour market. Since July 2009, the unemployment rate

very worthwhile. This is true for residential properties

has fallen from 12.9 to 9.4 percent in July 2014.28

and, especially, for office and retail properties. Just like
the inhabitants of A-ranked cities, people outside of the

Potsdam: High standard of living attracts

metropolises are also drawn primarily to the town centres

increasing numbers of people

as far as working and shopping are concerned. There are

The Brandenburg state capital, which, with around 161,000

many indications that investors are focusing increasingly

inhabitants is also the state’s most populous city, plays a

on regional centres. Compared to the “Big Seven”, price

key role in Brandenburg’s economic development.29

fluctuations in the smaller cities are considerably less pronounced. In addition, the B- and C-ranked cities often have
a better risk-return ratio than the A-cities. They either generate higher returns at similar risk, or have a lower risk
ratio for comparable returns.25
City ranking 2013:
Five eastern German cities in the top 200
The annual city ranking of the Institut der deutschen
Wirtschaft (German Economic Institute) in Cologne, published in collaboration with Immobilienscout24 and
Wirtschaftswoche, emphasises the attractiveness of eastern German cities. The 2013 city ranking of the most dynamic economic locations in Germany lists five eastern
German cities – Leipzig, Dresden, Potsdam, Rostock, and
Jena – among the top 20. And even Magdeburg (rank 25)
Potsdam

Union Investment Real Estate GmbH (2014): “European real estate investors make strategic
change”, press release of 14.08.2014
25
TLG Immobilien/Wüest & Partners (04/2012): Investment opportunities in German medium-sized cities
26 
IW Köln Consult/WirtschaftsWoche/Immobilienscout24 (2013): City Ranking 2013 - Major
German cities compared
24 

Federal Ministry of the Interior (11/2013): Annual Report of the Federal Government on the
state of German Unity 2013
28
www.statistik.arbeitsagentur.de (extract of 7.10.2014)
29 
http://www.potsdam.de/content/bevoelkerung-einwohner-mit-haupt-und-nebenwohnungseit-1992 [extract of 04.08.2014]
27 
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Between 2010 and 2012, productivity in the city on the
Havel river increased by 2.9 percent – more than in neighbouring Berlin (+ 2.2 percent).30 Among the 71 German
urban districts examined in the city ranking conducted by
IW Köln/Wirtschaftswoche/Immobilienscout24, Potsdam
– with its high standard of living and good labour market
performance – landed in second place in eastern Germany
and 21st in the nation as a whole. Of the eastern German
cities, only Jena performed better in the 2013 ranking.31

Rostock

It is noteworthy that in December 2013, Potsdam had
the second-lowest unemployment rate with 7.3 percent

Rostock: Hanseatic powerhouse on the rise

after Jena (6.8 percent) among the major independent

The university and port town of Rostock has the highest

eastern German cities and Berlin. By June 2014, the un-

population in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, and is currently

employment rate in Potsdam dropped even further to 7.1

experiencing particularly positive economic developments.

percent. In comparison, in June 2014, the unemployment

According to IW’s 2013 city rankings, productivity (GDP per

rate for the whole of Germany stood at 6.5 percent.32 The

gainfully employed person) in Rostock rose by 12.2 percent

relatively good state of Potsdam’s labour market is partly

between 2007 and 2011 – placing it in fifth position out of

due to city’s important role as a location for the film and

the 71 surveyed urban districts in Germany.35 Within the

media industry. With Studio Babelsberg, UFA Film und TV

context of the other major eastern German cities (excluding

Produktion, Park Studios, and the broadcasting station

Berlin) surveyed in this report, Rostock is actually in the lead

Rundfunk Berlin-Brandenburg all based here, four major

as far as GDP per gainfully employed person is concerned.

media companies have their headquarters in this city. In

In 2012, this stood at around € 56,700, and thus consider-

addition, four universities, more than 30 non-university

ably ahead of Jena, in second place with € 54,50036. The

research institutions and innovative companies from the

dynamic economic situation in the Hanseatic city has led to

biotechnology and communications sector as well as from

a decline of 2.9 percentage points in the number of indebted

the automotive industry (VW design centre since 2005),

adults, accounting for the third-largest decline in Germany.37

draw an increasing number of residents to Potsdam.33 Be-

Rostock’s upswing is visible in many places – for example

tween 2007 and 2011, the population increased by 5.3

in the seaport with its bustling passenger, freight, and fish-

percent, whereas the mean population growth of the 71

ing activities. In the past year, 23.2 million tons of goods

cities surveyed in the IW Cologne city ranking was only

were handled at the various facilities of the Rostock port.

0.9 percent.34 A steady influx of inhabitants and a stable

That represents an increase of 500,000 tons, or 2 percent,

economy are attracting investors to Potsdam’s commercial

over 2012.38 In addition, the hotels in Rostock and in the

real estate market.

Warnemünde district were able to report a strong increase
in guest nights. The 20.2 percent rise in the period between
2011 and 2013 was clearly above the national average of

Statistical offices of the Länder (08/2013): Total accounts of the Länder
IW Köln Consult/WirtschaftsWoche/Immobilienscout24 (2013):
City Ranking 2013 – SWOT profile Potsdam
32 
Federal Agency for Employment (revised data, August 2014)
33 
Ministry of Economy and European Affairs of the Land Brandenburg:
Growth centres – strong locations for Brandenburg
34 
IW Köln Consult/WirtschaftsWoche/Immobilienscout24 (2013):
City Ranking 2013 – SWOT profile Potsdam
30 
31

IW Köln Consult/WirtschaftsWoche/Immobilienscout24 (2013):
City Ranking 2013 – SWOT profile Rostock
36
Statistical offices of the Länder (08/2013): Total accounts of the Länder
37 
IW Köln Consult/WirtschaftsWoche/Immobilienscout24 (2013):
City Ranking 2013 – SWOT profile Rostock
38 
Hafen-Entwicklungsgesellschaft Rostock mbH (2014), at: www.rostock-port.de
(extract of 02.04.2014)
39 
State Statistical Office of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Destatis
35 
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4.7 percent.39 The city also has new opportunities for office

in the growth of its population. According to the German

employees. The AIDA Cruises shipping company, for example,

Economic Institute in Cologne, the number of inhabitants

erected a second office building, AIDA HOME, adjacent to its

in Dresden increased by 4.4 percent in the period between

existing corporate headquarters on the Silo peninsula in the

2007 and 2011.46 Not only newcomers, but tourists as well,

Rostock city harbour, which has made space available for

are attracted by the quality of life and the many attractions

up to 400 employees since October 2014.40 Thanks to the

of the city on the Elbe. In a Germany-wide comparison of

positive economic developments, the port city is drawing

the number of overnight stays, Dresden ranks in seventh

more and more inhabitants. Between 2010 and 2013, the

position among the major cities and is clearly in the top spot

population increased by 1.5 percent, with many students
among the newcomers.41 In 2013, there were 4,470 newly
enrolled students at the University of Rostock – an increase
of 1.4 percent over the previous year.42
Dresden: Eastern Germany’s technology
and research centre
The capital of Saxony is the most important administrative
and research location in the Free State and is clearly positioned as a centre for high-tech industries. In addition to the
public sector – Dresden is, among other things, the seat of
the intermediate level state administration and of the higher
regional court – the Technical University (TU) and several
research institutes such as the Max Planck Institute, the
Fraunhofer Institute, the Leibniz Institute, and the Helmholtz

Dresden

Institute account for a large number of jobs in research and
development here. In total, these four institutes and the TU

in eastern Germany behind Berlin.47 With approximately 4.13

Dresden, which has ranked as one of 11 elite German uni-

million guest nights in 2013, Dresden has experienced a rise

versities since 2012, employ more than 6,000 people.43 The

of 2.3 percent compared to the previous year.48 And tourism

more than 300 companies from the microelectronics, nano-

will remain an important economic factor for the city in the

electronics, new materials, and the information technology

future as well. According to conservative calculations by

and communications sectors have proven to be formative

Dresden Marketing GmbH, who base their estimates on an

for Dresden’s economy and act as the city’s growth motor.44

annual growth rate of 2.0 percent, the number of overnight

The dynamic growth in the local economy is the reason for

stays in Dresden will rise to about 4.73 million by 2020.49

Dresden’s fairly low unemployment rate of 8.2 percent (June
2014), which is well below the eastern German average
(9.5 percent).45 The city’s economic significance is reflected
http://www.aida.de/aida-cruises/unternehmen/aktuelles/news.23978/article/aida-cruisesauch-an-land-auf-wachstumskurs.html und http://www.aida.de/aida-cruises/unternehmen/
aktuelles/news.23978/article/aida-cruises-erster-spatenstich-fuer-aida-home-erfolgt.html,
extract of 08.10.2014
41
Statistics of the Hanseatic city of Rostock, at: http://rathaus.rostock.de, extract of 08.10.2014
42 
University of Rostock (2014):
Information provided by the Press and Communication Office on 04.04.2014
43 
https://tu-dresden.de/die_tu_dresden/portrait/zahlen_und_fakten, extract of 08.10.2014
44 
DG HYP (03/2014): Regional real estate markets in Germany 2014
40 

Federal Agency for Employment (revised data, August 2014)
IW Köln Consult/WirtschaftsWoche/Immobilienscout24 (2013):
City Ranking 2013 - SWOT profile Dresden
47 
Dresden Marketing GmbH (11/2013): Tourism development in Dresden
48 
Statistical Office of Saxony
49 
Dresden Marketing GmbH (11/2013): Tourism development in Dresden
45 
46
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Leipzig: Important production locations

Leipzig stands at around 18 percent – higher than in many

and magnet for creative talent

other major German cities.53 The good performance of the

The Saxon city with nearly 540,000 residents is considered

labour market and demographics in Leipzig was reflected

to be one of the country’s major production sites, boasting

in the Prognos Future Atlas 2013, which is published every

the production facilities of Porsche and BMW on the outskirts

three years by the economic research institute. In the Prog-

of town. Furthermore, Leipzig has now turned into one of

nos ranking of all 402 counties and cities in Germany, Leipzig

the hotspots for Germany’s creative talent. People from the

moved up by 46 places compared to 2010, to rank at 218.

creative scene have used open spaces in the city for start-

If one looks just at the dynamic development of the city

up businesses and have made an important contribution to

rather than the overall ranking, Leipzig ranks seventh, thus
making it the most up-and-coming city in eastern Germany.54
Magdeburg: Eighth out of 71 in productivity growth
This city on the river Elbe is the capital and political centre of
Saxony-Anhalt and, along with Halle/Saale, the state’s most
important business location. In terms of positive economic
development, Magdeburg stands out even more than Halle/
Saale, located approximately 90 kilometres further southeast. Firstly, Deutsche Bahn55 (the German national railway
company) is headquartered in Magdeburg and is the largest
employer in Saxony-Anhalt, with almost 8,000 employees56.
In addition, productivity (GDP per gainfully employed person) has increased particularly strongly over the past few
years in Magdeburg by national comparison. According to

Leipzig

the 2013 city ranking provided by IW Köln, productivity in
Magdeburg rose by 9.6 percent in 2007-2011 – placing the

economic development.50 Between 2010 and 2012 alone,

city in eighth position out of the 71 surveyed urban districts

gross domestic product per employed person grew by 8.5

in Germany. Although the unemployment rate in Magde-

percent.51 In addition, since 2007, Leipzig saw a drop in its

burg is still fairly high at 11.0 percent, the city was able to

unemployment rate from 15.5 to less than 10 percent (as

record significant improvements, in particular as far as youth

at September 2014), although this rate remains well above

unemployment is concerned. The youth unemployment

the national average.52 The positive dynamics in the Leipzig

rate declined between 2007 and 2012 by 3.3 percentage

labour market, in addition to the city’s seven universities and

points57, which is due in part to the positive balance between

colleges, attract many people, in particular the highly skilled.

business registrations and de-registrations. Compared to all

As a result the city’s population has grown by 4.0 percent on

other urban and rural districts in Saxony-Anhalt, Magdeburg

average between 2009 and 2012. The proportion of highly

was the only location in 2013 where the number of new

skilled employees paying social insurance contributions in

business registrations predominated (+40 businesses).58 The

Handelsblatt (13.11.2013): Prognos Future Atlas 2013 – Competing for the creative minds
Statistical offices of the Länder (08/2013): Total accounts of the Länder
52 
Federal Agency for Employment (revised data, August 2014)
53 
IW Köln Consult GmbH/WirtschaftsWoche/Immobilienscout24 (2013):
City Ranking 2013 – SWOT profile Leipzig and Handelsblatt (2013):
Series Future Atlas 2013, p. 10/11, dated 13.11.2013
50 
51

PPrognos (11/2013): Prognos Future Atlas 2013/2010 – Germany’s regions
competing for the future, overview of the results, overall ranking
55 
DB Regio AG Südost/Elbe-Saale-Bahn have their headquarters in Magdeburg
56 
Nord/LB (12/2013): Saxony-Anhalt Report 2013
57 
IW Köln Consult/WirtschaftsWoche/Immobilienscout24 (2013):
City Ranking 2013 – SWOT profile Magdeburg
54 
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Erfurt since 2002 testify to the strong attraction that the
city holds. The population forecast of the Thuringian State
Magdeburg

Office for Statistics indicates that the population in this city
will rise 2.8 percent by 2030 due to the many newcomers.

economic upswing in the city on the banks of the river Elbe

In addition to the logistics industry, businesses in the ma-

is reflected in population trends or migration statistics. As

chinery and plant construction sector, the media and creative

indicated by the Statistical Office of Saxony-Anhalt, only

industries as well as in the solar technology sector that have

Magdeburg was able to record a population increase in the

been established in Erfurt, are having a positive impact. In

period from 2008 to 2013 in Lower Saxony; in all other urban

addition to the rise in population, Erfurt also scores well in

and rural districts of the state, population figures dropped.59

the context of its households’ financial situation: Since 2000,

Next to Halle/Saale (+1,029 people) and the Burgenland

available income per inhabitant in Erfurt households rose

district (+142 people), Magdeburg was one of the few places

by close to 23 percent to more than € 17,100 (2012) p.a.64

among the urban and rural districts of Saxony-Anhalt that
registered a migration surplus. In Magdeburg, the migration
gain was by far the highest with 1,710 people.60
Erfurt: Most powerful surge in economy
and demographics since 200
Thuringia’s capital is the winning city according to the current
2013 Prognos future ranking. Of all the 402 urban and rural
districts in Germany, Erfurt took the biggest leap forward
in development. While the city ranked only 315th in the
2004 Future Atlas, it gained 191 places in nine years and has
now reached 124th place in the ranking.61 The main reason
for the particularly positive dynamics is Erfurt’s clear positioning as an economic focal point and traffic hub. Erfurt’s
advertising slogan “Rendezvous at the centre of Germany”
underlines the importance to its economy of the logistics
industry, and reflects the city’s central location and the

Erfurt

resulting shorter distances across the whole of Europe. Logistics companies such as TNT Express or BLG Logistics, which
supplies all German IKEA furniture stores, benefit from the
logistical advantages of the city between the A4 and A71
motorways.62 While Erfurt remains in the midfield of the
large eastern German urban districts as far as productivity
is concerned63, the migration gains regularly achieved by

Statistical Office of Saxony-Anhalt (03/2014):8 Commercial ads in 2013
Statistical Office of Saxony-Anhalt: 5. Regionalised population forecast 2008-2025
60 
Statistical Office of Saxony-Anhalt: Press release of 08.10.2014
61 
Prognos (11/2013): Prognos Future Atlas 2013/2010 – Germany’s regions competing for the
future, Overview of the results, overall ranking
58 
59

Pulse region Erfurt, Jena, Weimar, Weimarer Land, at: http://www.impulsregion.de/die-region/,
extract of 09.10.2014
63 
Statistical offices of the Länder (08/2013): Total accounts of the Länder
64
Thuringian State Office for Statistics (2014): www.statistik.thueringen.de, extract of 09/10.10.2014
62 
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Jena: Best-placed eastern German city
in Prognos and IW Köln rankings
With Zeiss, Jenoptik, and Intershop all based in Thuringia’s
second largest city, Jena is also the seat of the Friedrich
Schiller University established in 1558, and is considered
to be one of the leading technology and science centres in
Germany. It is thanks to this reputation that Jena achieved
its excellent placement in the 2013 Prognos ranking and

Jena

in the survey of the 71 largest urban districts in Germany
compiled by IW Köln in collaboration with Wirtschaftswoche

2013. Jena will continue to be one of the cities with the most

and Immobilienscout24. In both city rankings, Jena is ac-

significant population growth: By 2030, the Thuringian State

knowledged to be eastern Germany’s best location and is

Office for Statistics predicts an increase of 6.6 percent.67 The

highlighted by Prognos – along with Dresden – as the only

proportion of highly qualified professionals among Jena’s

eastern German city with “very bright future prospects”.65

working population at that time is also likely to represent a

Jena has especially favourable demographic development

peak value, because the ratio of employees with a university

and economic structure, as well as a solid labour market.

or technical college degree currently stands at 29.0 percent

With an unemployment rate of 6.8 percent (September 2014)

– the second-highest rate in Germany according to IW Köln.

and a rise in gross domestic product per gainfully employed

The average ratio in the 71 urban districts surveyed by IW

person of 10.4 percent between 2010 and 2012, the city

Köln is 15.4 percent.68

has similar or even better KPIs than the whole of Germany
(unemployment rate: 6.5 percent, productivity growth: +4.2
percent).66 In addition, its economic dynamics reinforce the
population trend. Since the turn of the millennium when
Jena had just under 100,000 inhabitants, the population
increased by about 8.0 percent to more than 107,500 in

Prognos (11/2013): Prognos Future Atlas 2013 – Germany’s regions competing for the future and
IW Köln Consult/WirtschaftsWoche/Immobilienscout24 (2013): City Ranking 2013 – Major German cities compared
66
Federal Agency for Employment (revised data, August 2014), Statistical Offices of the Länder (08/2013): Total accounts of the Länder
67 
Thuringian State Office for Statistics (2014): www.statistik.thueringen.de, extract 10.10.2014
68 
IW Köln Consult/WirtschaftsWoche/Immobilienscout24 (2013): City Ranking 2013 - SWOT profile Jena
65 
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Demographics and economy in Berlin
and large eastern German cities
GDP per gainfully

Change in GDP per gainfully

Inhabitants

absolute numbers

employed person

employed person

(31.12.2013*)

(2012/2013)

in Euro (2012)

in % (2010/2012)

3,422,000

46,800

59,944

2.2

BB



Potsdam

161,097

2,030

49,131

2.9

MV

Population trends –

Rostock

203,673

569

56,761

2.6

Dresden

535,810

5,088

48,919

-1.9

Leipzig

539,345

10,806

50,155

8.5

Magdeburg

233,669

1,009

49,537

3.7

Erfurt*

204,880

1,395

44,162

4.3

Jena*

107,679

764

54,525

10.4

80,767,500

234,800

64,084

4.2

City

TH

ST

SN

Berlin*

Germany*

Source: Population figures – Statistics of respective cities, Destatis, Thuringian State Office for Statistics;
GDP per person employed – Statistical Offices of the Länder: Total accounts of the Länder
* Populations of Berlin, Jena, Erfurt and Germany based on 2011 Census

Unemployment rates 2009 – 2014 in percent (based on the civilian labour force)
Berlin
Rostock
Magdeburg

Leipzig
Erfurt
Dresden

Potsdam
Jena

15
13.6
13.5
12.9
12.8
11.4
11.0
10.5
9.9

11.4
10

10.1

8.2
8.0
7.1

8.0
7.7

5

December 2009

December 2010

Source: Federal Agency for Employment (revised data, August 2014)

December 2011

December 2012

December 2013

June 2014

Berlin
Rostock
Magdebu
Leipzig
Erfurt
Dresden
Potsdam
Jena
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Every three years, the Prognos economic research institute publishes
its Future Atlas and thus outlines future prospects for all 402 German
counties and urban districts. In line with their future viability – 
derived from economic and demographic aspects – a location ranking
is created that points out the winners and losers in relation to the
atlases for 2010, 2007, and 2004.

Interview
“Eastern German cities catching up”
In the 2013 edition of the Future Atlas, Erfurt appears as

surrounding districts is more pronounced. The direct com-

the rising star – Thuringia’s capital has made the biggest

muter belt around Berlin has benefited greatly, as indicated

leap forward since 2004. Rostock and Leipzig now belong

in our recent Future Atlas with reference to the examples

to the circle of growth-driven cities, just like Dresden,

of Potsdam-Mittelmark or Dahme-Spreewald. However, as

Potsdam and Jena. Do you foresee positive spill over

the distance from Berlin increases, economic strength and

effects on the surrounding rural counties and towns for

dynamics diminish.

the future, or will we see only a continued centralising
pull of the major eastern German cities?

What effects or trends can be derived from the Future
Atlas for the most important office and retail property

Böllhoff: At first, the impact will be characterised by the

markets in eastern Germany in the next five years?

pull of the major eastern German cities. Cities such as Leipzig,
Dresden, Rostock, Erfurt, and Jena have a strong attraction

Böllhoff: Despite a high proportion of workers in the ser-

both as residential localities as well as economic locations

vice sector in eastern German cities, which has increased

for businesses. This is especially true in their role as centres

steadily in recent years, office vacancy rates are still sub-

for training and science with a national reputation. Good

stantial when compared to western German cities. These

education and living conditions combined with compara-

rates will not diminish in the short term. For retailers,

tively inexpensive housing are attracting younger people.

purchasing power and population trends are the crucial

This is eclipsed by the ongoing demographic changes in

factors. However, with purchasing power below the na-

other regions that appear less attractive. The economic im-

tional average, cities such as Berlin, Leipzig, Potsdam,

pact, and thus also the importance of the eastern German

Dresden, and Erfurt benefit from the influx of purchasing

star performers as economic centres, is smaller than, for

power derived from surrounding districts and from tourism.

example, Munich, Stuttgart, Frankfurt and the Rhine-Main

In this respect, there are fairly significant effects provided

area or Rhine area around Düsseldorf-Cologne-Bonn, which

especially by affluent eastern European consumers. In

of course are also larger in absolute terms. An exception is

the course of re-urbanisation and the associated rise in

the greater Berlin area. Here, the spill over effect on the

population, the major retail locations in eastern Germany
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may still be able to achieve growth in the coming years.

have to address a strongly differentiated social structure

The dynamic trend of e-commerce (i.e. the proportion of

in future. It is important to prevent entire neighbourhoods

online sales against total retail sales) will have an impact

and social groups from falling by the wayside. In the eastern

on the stationary retail trade in the medium to long term

German cities, we have seen high levels of investment in

and may be expected to lead to significant displacement

modern infrastructure in recent years. At the same time,

effects in some segments.

many cities in the Ruhr area have suffered substantial cuts in
investment. I see it as an extreme challenge for these cities,

Logistics in Erfurt, biotechnology in Dresden – are there

with their highly indebted administrations, to catch up in

any other sectors that will influence the real estate

quality of life and attractiveness through focused infrastruc-

markets?

ture investment. In addition, local and regional competitive
pressure is much greater here, with successful localities like

Böllhoff: Real estate investments in locations with above

Düsseldorf or Münster just a stone’s throw away.

average medium to long-term economic and technological
growth are promising, in my opinion. Looking at the sector
and cluster structure in eastern Germany from a general
German perspective may also be helpful. With its smaller
and larger centres of excellence, eastern Germany covers
important key sectors. Just look at the modern production
sites in the auto and ancillary industries, the machinery
and plant construction sectors around Chemnitz/Erzgebirge,
optics and life science in Jena, or the logistics hubs in Leipzig,
for example. After a phase of dynamic growth, the eastern

Bio

German solar industry underwent a painful readjustment

Christian Böllhoff is managing partner and member of the

against the backdrop of developments on international

administrative board of Prognos AG, based in Berlin and

markets. In locations with high levels of business-related

Basel. He worked for the Georg von Holtzbrinck publishing

replacement and expansion investment, the likelihood is

group in various management positions from 2000. He also

secure employment, high prosperity and a positive envi-

served as managing director of Handelsblatt and special

ronment for the real estate sector.

representative for capital city projects of the group, before
he was appointed CEO of Prognos AG in October 2003.

According to the 2013 Future Atlas, many cities in the
Ruhr area, such as Dortmund and Oberhausen, are
among the losers and are relegated to the lower ranks.
What can these cities learn from cities like Leipzig,

Prognos AG

Dresden, and Erfurt?

Since 1959, Prognos AG has supported decision makers
from the worlds of politics, economics, and society on 

Böllhoff: Many cities in eastern Germany actually experi-

topics such as the economy and labour market, society and

enced greater dynamic growth in recent years than in many

state, location and region, innovation, energy and climate

cities of the Ruhr area. Here you have a concentration of

protection, as well as infrastructure and transport. Prognos

social problems, such as high per capita debt levels or a large

prepares objective analyses, in-depth forecasts and critical

number of inhabitants requiring additional social security

reviews, and thus helps to identify and evaluate future

benefits to survive. High crime rates and low purchasing

options for companies, public authorities, and international

power impact negatively and further compound social prob-

organisations.

lems. Cities with marked contrasts between districts will

www.prognos.com
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Berlin transactions market:
Consistently strong dynamics
Berlin continues to be a hotspot for national and internation-

accounted for the largest share at around 45.0 percent (€

al investors. In 2013 alone, some € 3.6 billion were invested

1.6 billion).72 High demand for prime office properties in

in the Berlin real estate market – 6.7 percent less than in the

2013 and 2014 led to continually rising prices and falling

record year of 2012,69 but still about a quarter more than

prime yields. These fell again for office properties in the

the average for the last 10 years.70 The decline is not due

last quarter of 2013 by 0.25 percentage points to 4.75

to a lack of demand, but mainly to a lack of supply in the

percent 73 and stood at 4.65 percent in the third quarter of

capital city’s commercial real estates.71 The office segment

2014.74

Investment turnover according to segment in Million €
Year

Offices

Retail

Logistics/

Hotel

Others

Total

Light industry

2009

367

492

91

128

271

1,348

2010

1,487

1,376

71

72

167

3,173

2011

794

940

59

147

396

2,335

2012

1,881

1,153

83

432

300

3,848

2013

1,621

1,297

166

200

305

3,589

Source: BNP Paribas Real Estate.

Among the most important office transactions of 2013 was

Over one third of transaction volume

the purchase of office property “Lindencorso” on the “Unter

in commercial property

den Linden” boulevard by the Generali insurance group for

The retail segment accounted for the second-largest share

around € 140 million.75 Other major transactions included

of the transactions market. Real estate worth around € 1.3

the acquisition of the Mercedes Benz German Sales head-

billion was traded in this segment (36 percent of the total

quarters by Union Investment Real Estate for € 88 million76

market).78 Prime yields for leading office buildings in the

and the acquisition of the “Kurfürstendamm 212-214” build-

capital fell to 4.4 percent in 201379 and to 4.2 percent by

ing complex for € 83 million by real estate company Becker

the end of the first half of 2014.80 Substantial transactions

& Kries.77

were the purchase of the “Hallen am Borsig Turm” shopping

Tables by BNP Paribas Real Estate
CBRE Berlin Investment – Market View Q4 2013
71
Savills’ database (2014)
72
Tables by BNP Paribas Real Estate
73
CBRE Berlin Investment – Market View Q4 2013
74
CBRE: Press release of 13.10.2014
75
Transaction list of bulwiengesa
69 

70

http://realestate.union-investment.de/presse/presseinformationen/-snm-01842821531406109208-0621200000-0000000008-1406112802-enm-5841603f5f288f9f7f1c66c9821bbf78.0.0/PI_Ankauf_MBVD.pdf [extract of 23.07.2014]
77
https://www.dekabank.de/db/de/presse/informationen/meldungen/20131029_DekaImmo_
Berlin.jsp [extract of 23.07.2014]
78
Tables of BNP Paribas Real Estate
79
CBRE Berlin Investment – Market View Q4 2013
76
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centre for around € 178 million by ECE and the acquisition

Land prices for production-related operations rose in part:

of the Gropiuspassagen for € 175 million by the insurance

While prices in 2012 stood at € 80 – € 180, in 2013 they

company CNP.81

ranged between € 120 and € 180 per square metrer.86

In 2013, investments of around € 200 million were made

Open-ended property funds and special funds

in Berlin hotels, a significant decline compared to the very

invest around € 1 billion

high volume of the previous year.82 The hotel segment was

Two groups of buyers dominated the Berlin transactions

dominated by smaller and medium-sized transactions.83

market in 2013: Open-ended property funds/special funds

A typical example is the sale of the Brandenburger Hof near

and insurances/pension funds. The former group accounted

the Kurfürstendamm for approximately € 23 million

for nearly € 1 billion or 29.0 percent of total transaction
volume, the second group for some € 870 million or 26.0

Whereas prices in real estate transactions tended to rise,

percent of transaction volume.87

land prices for commercial use remained essentially constant.
In 2013, land for the services sector was traded at € 220 –

The international consulting firm CBRE expects consistently

€ 750 per square metre. This corresponds exactly to the

strong dynamics on the Berlin investment market for the

range of the previous year.84 Land prices for industrial use

current year. CBRE considers a total transaction volume of

were slightly down at between € 30 – € 90 per square me-

€ 2.7 billion in 2014 to be achievable.88

tre in 2013, as opposed to € 40 – € 100 per square metre
in 2012.85

Berlin: Commercial land prices
Sites for production-

Sites for service-

Industrial sites

related operations

related operations

Berlin

30 – 90

120 – 180

220 – 750

Trend

è

æ

â

City

Land prices in €/qm

æ  Rising land prices    â  Stable land prices    è  Falling land prices

CBRE Retail investment in Germany – Market View Q2 2014
Transaction list of bulwiengesa
82
Tables of BNP Paribas Real Estate
83
CBRE Berlin Investment – Market View Q4 2013
84
Hermes Medien
85
Hermes Medien
86
Hermes Medien

Data sources: complied from the report on Berlin’s land market 2013; IVD commercial
prices 2013/2014; Plötz Property Guide 2014; RDM Prices 2014; in-house evaluations

80
81

87
88

CBRE Berlin Investment – Market View Q4 2013
CBRE Berlin Investment – Market View Q4 2013
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Eastern German transactions Market:
Dresden and Leipzig ahead
Overall, the five eastern German states recorded an increase

Leipzig market – the € 10-25 million category took the top

in investment in commercial real estate between 2009 and

spot with a share of almost three quarters. As far as asset

2012. In this period, investment volumes increased from

classes are concerned, retail property investments were

about € 320 million to around € 1.87 billion. Following a

ahead with a share of 37 percent. In many cases, these were

slight decline to € 1.36 billion in 2013, volumes already

inner-city commercial buildings. Office buildings accounted

stood at € 1.37 billion by mid-2014.89

for about 19.0 percent of sales. Despite the strong demand,
net prime yields have remained stable since the end of

The Saxon capital, Dresden, posted the largest transaction

2012: For high-quality office properties in prime locations,

volume among the eastern German cities in 2013, with

prime yields remained unchanged at 5.5 percent, while for

commercial transaction volumes of € 164 million. The vast

commercial buildings the yield stood at 4.9 percent.94

majority – more than 80.0 percent – were attributable to
commercial real estate. An important transaction was the
sale of the “Altmarktgalerie” shopping centre by TLG IMMOBILIEN to Deutsche Euroshop AG for € 132 million.90 The office
segment, on the other hand, was comparatively slow, with
volumes of around € 27 million. Estimates by Aengevelt for
initial yields averaged 6.8 percent for offices, 6.5 percent

Commercial land prices

for prime properties, and 6.0 percent in certain exceptional
Trend

BB

City

Transactions market in Leipzig:

Commercial site

Potsdam

20 – 190

â

MV

cases.91

Rostock

20 – 55

è

Dresden

30 – 120

æ

Leipzig

25 – 75

æ

Magdeburg

20 – 55

è

Erfurt

20 – 50

è

Jena

60 – 190

æ

Smaller sales dominate
In addition to the Dresden region, Leipzig is one of the
population growth of around 5.0 percent is expected to be
achieved by 2030.92 This is a significant decline compared

SN

strongest economic regions in eastern Germany. Further

million). According to BNP Paribas Real Estate, the absence

ST

to 2011 (€ 380 million) and 2012 (approximately € 500

of investment. Unlike in previous years, no sales over € 50
million were recorded.93 In the first half of 2014, however,
the Leipzig investment market had already substantially

TH

of large transactions is the main reason for the lower levels

exceeded the comparatively weak performance of the pre-

Land prices in €/qm

vious year and rebounded with volumes of around € 296

æ  Rising land prices    â  Stable land prices    è  Falling land prices

million back to the levels of the very strong years 2011 and
2012. Small-volume transactions continue to dominate the

Savills’ database (2014)
Transaction list by bulwiengesa
91 
Press Release from 04/23/2014 to Aengevelt investment market Dresden
92 
Comfort City Report Leipzig
93 
BNP Paribas: At a Glance – INVESTMENT MARKET LEIPZIG Q4 2013
89 

90 

Data sources: complied from local property market reports. IVD commercial prices 2013/2014;
Plötz Property Guide 2014; DIP Market and Facts 2014; RDM Prices 2014; Aengevelt City
Reports 2012/2013; in-house evaluations
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Larger transactions in Erfurt and Rostock

In the large eastern German cities, the trend in land prices

Among the other eastern German cities, Erfurt and Rostock

in industrial areas was uneven. While price ranges in some

were able to achieve comparatively higher transaction vol-

locations (Leipzig, Potsdam) remained almost constant,

umes in 2013. The Thuringian capital posted a volume of

Rostock, Magdeburg, and Erfurt recorded declines. On the

around € 53 million, while the Hanseatic city on the Baltic

other hand, land prices rose in Jena and Dresden. In Jena,

accounted for about € 40 million. The other three cities Jena,

maximum prices rose year-on-year from € 160 to € 190

Magdeburg, and Potsdam, lagged significantly behind with

and in Dresden from € 100 to € 120.95

transaction volumes of € 22.4 million, € 17.5 million and
€ 11.5 million respectively. Similarly, individual transactions
at these locations were also at a significantly lower level.

Number of sales

Area T/O

Total revenue

Revenue trends

Berlin

412

281 ha

2,475 M €

æ

BB

Potsdam

90

28 ha

103 M €

ä

MV

Commercial land market 2013

Rostock

352

71 ha

176 M €

ä

Dresden

145

126 ha

230 M €

æ

Leipzig

174

113 ha

233 M €

è

Magdeburg

435

201 ha

19 M €

æ

Erfurt

115

65 ha

197 M €

ãã

Jena

22

11 ha

50 M €

ãã

TH

ST

SN

City

Revenue trends

æ  rising by up to 15 %     ã  rising by up to 25 %     ãã  rising by over 25 %
â  stable
è  falling by up to 15 %    ä  falling by up to 25 %    ää  falling by over 25 %

BNP Paribas Real Estate: Press release of 21.07.2014, figures for the first half of 2014
Hermes Medien

94 
95

Sources: Local property price valuation committees
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Positive trends on Berlin office market –
rental growth still lagging
All signs point to growth in the German capital: Berlin’s

same period of the previous year by 25 percent.101 In the

economy has reported growth for several years. There is a

first six months of 2014, the most active sectors with a

boom especially in the service sector, and employment in

share of total turnover (area) of 29 percent were IT, new

the city is on the rise. Correspondingly, the unemployment

media/Internet, telecommunications, and advertising/

rate has been falling steadily since 2005,96 and stood at

media/publishing, followed by industry/construction with

10.8 percent in September 2014. This means 0.5 percent-

12 percent. The most important part of the market, with

age points less than in the previous year. Investitionsbank

a market share of 33.0 percent, was the eastern part of

Berlin is currently expecting a growth rate of 2.0 percent

the city centre, while the western part of the city centre

for 2014. Last year, Berlin’s economy grew by 1.2 percent.

accounted for close to 25.0 percent.102

The main drivers of growth are, among others, the prospering TMT sector (technology, media, telecommunications)

As sales rise, the office vacancy rate has been falling stead-

and tourism. In 2015, the number of visitor guest nights is

ily for years. While the rate was still at 8.0 percent in 2008,

expected to exceed 30 million.97 In addition, according to

it dropped to 5.5 percent by 2013.103 This is all the more

newspaper reports, the population is expected to grow fast-

remarkable because the total stock of office space is still

er than forecast. So far, the senate is forecasting an increase

gradually increasing. From 18.2 million square metres in

of 250,000 people by 2030. Currently there is talk of an

2008, it grew to 18.4 million square metres in 2011 and

adjustment to the forecast up to 400,000 new Berliners.98

eventually reached 18.6 million square metres in 2013.104

The growing population combined with economic growth

For the period 2014 to the end of 2016, CBRE anticipates

is providing positive impulses to the office market.99

the completion of a further 632,000 square metres of office space, including a rather low speculative proportion

Significant rise in office employment

of just under 20.0 percent. Approximately 88.0 percent of

in the last five years

the total project volume is already under construction. The

This trend is also reflected in office employment. The num-

speculative share of these projects is just 17.0 percent.105

ber of people employed in offices has increased steadily
from about 606,000 in 2008 to around 683,000 people in

Slightly rising average rent

2013, an increase of 12.7 percent in five years. Rising office

Rents are showing a mildly dynamic trend. Prime rents

employment has in turn had a positive impact on turno-

remained stable in mid-2014 compared to the first quar-

ver in the rental market. Lettings turnover on the Berlin

ter at € 22.50 per square metre per month; this rate can

office market reached a record 640,000 square metres in

be achieved in prime locations in the eastern city centre.

2012. In 2013, the result was somewhat weaker at 530,000

Monthly rents of € 22.00 per square metre are achieved at

square metres.100 However, 2014 again started on a very

Potsdamer Platz/Leipziger Platz. In third place is Europac-

strong note: In the first half of the year, lettings turnover

ity/Hauptbahnhof at € 20.50 per square metre/month.106

of 274,400 square metres was achieved, surpassing the

According to DG HYP, however, the rise in prime rents was

http://www.berlin.de/sen/wirtschaft/daten/arbeitsmarkt.php
CBRE Office market in Berlin – Market View Q1 2014
98 
http://www.tagesspiegel.de/berlin/in-die-hauptstadt-investieren-400-000-neue-
berliner/10004786.html
99 
CBRE Office market in Berlin – Market View Q1 2014
100 
bulwiengesa (sales data)
101 
CBRE Office market in Berlin – Market View Q2 2014
96 
97 

CBRE Office market in Berlin – Market View Q2 2014
bulwiengesa (purchased data)
104
bulwiengesa (purchased data)
105
CBRE Office market in Berlin – Market View Q2 2014
106
CBRE Office market in Berlin – Market View Q2 2014
107
DG HYP (03/2014): Local real estate markets in 2014, p. 17
102

103
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2.3 percent over 2012.107 The average office rent in Berlin

This is evident not least in the initial yields for office proper-

was also on the rise: At € 13.20 per square metre/month,

ties in central locations, which have been declining steadily

the rent in mid-2014 was above the level of the previous

since the economic and financial crisis and stood at 4.8

year according to CBRE (€ 12.97 per square metre/month).

percent in 2013.110 Since demand in A-ranked locations can

Especially in the local sub-markets, the rise in average rents

at present hardly be satisfied, investors are increasingly

was particularly high. This is mainly due to the fact that

focusing on office properties in B-ranked locations. There,

private companies with a growing requirement for rental

purchase price factors are more moderate and initial returns

space are increasingly settling in B-ranked locations with

are higher. However, even in the B-ranked locations, the

good access to public transport.108

trend is clear: Yields are falling – from 7.7 percent in 2008
to 7.1 percent in 2013111. According to CBRE, this trend will

High demand – falling yields

continue. The positive outlook for the Berlin economy will

Due to the continuing appeal of top German markets such

lead to increased demand for offices in B-ranked locations.

as Berlin and persistently low interest rates, demand on
the investment market – particularly for core properties –
remains high.109

Rental price ranges for office space in Berlin
Office property rents

Berlin

1A Office locations

20.00 – 23.00

City centre

12.00 – 22.00

Edge of centre

7.50 – 13.00

Periphery

6.00– 12.00

Data sources: complied from IVD commercial prices 2013/2014; Plötz Property Guide 2014; DIP
Market and Facts 2014;
BNP Paribas Real Estate Property Report 2013/14. CB Richard Ellis Office Market Berlin 2013;
Savills Office Market Report 2013; Jones Lang Lasalle Retail & Office Profile 2013; IVG Research
Market Report Germany 2013; RDM Prices 2014; IHK Guidelines Berlin 2013; in-house evaluations
Land prices in €/qm

æ  Rising land prices    â  Stable land prices    è  Falling land prices

CBRE Office market in Berlin – Market View Q2 2014
CBRE Office market in Berlin – Market View Q2 2014
110
bulwiengesa (purchased data)
111
bulwiengesa (purchased data)
108

109
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Office market in eastern Germany:
Clear upward trend
The office markets in the eastern German cities have been

constant at 3.3 million square metres for a number of

developing positively for years. In the major cities, vacancy

years.118 Total office employment has increased significantly

rates are declining. One of the reasons: Office employment

in the last 10 years in Dresden. While 93,000 people were

has increased in almost all the cities surveyed.112 The trend

employed in offices in 2003, that number increased to

in prime rents underlines the positive developments. In

approximately 107,900 people in 2013 – an increase of

all 13 eastern German office markets surveyed by Catella

16.0 percent.119

Real Estate in the summer of 2014, prime rents showed
either a stable or rising trend.113 Nevertheless, this should

At the same time, rents have also increased slightly with

not obscure the fact that trends vary according to location.

rents for low to medium quality units reaching a range of

While Dresden and Leipzig are continuing to grow strongly,

€ 4.50 to € 9.00 per square metre/month. In comparison:

the state capitals of Erfurt and Magdeburg are exception-

In the previous year, the range was still € 4.00 to € 8.00

al in that the number of office employees stagnated or

per square metre/month. For high-quality units, the range

declined114 – with a negative impact on office property

climbed from € 8.50 to € 12.00 per square metre/month

markets.

(2012: € 8.50 to € 11.50 per square metre/month).120

Among the eastern German cities, the two Saxon cities
of Dresden and Leipzig are regarded as economic growth
centres. Record turnover was achieved in 2013 on the rental
market of the Saxon capital. Approximately 92,000 square
metres of office space were newly rented.115 This helped
to reduce the vacancy rate to 9.9 percent – 0.7 percentage
points less than in 2011.116 In fact, according to Dr. Lübke &
Kelber, the vacancy rate at the end of the first half of 2014
dropped to 9.2 percent.117 Another stabilising aspect is the
fact that the total volume of office spaces has remained

bulwiengesa (purchased data)
Numbers on the cover sheet of the Catella study: “Office Market Germany 2014”.
114 
bulwiengesa (purchased data)
115 
bulwiengesa (purchased data)
116 
bulwiengesa (purchased data)
112 
113 

Dr. Lübke & Kelber Office market in Dresden, Q1 2014
bulwiengesa (purchased data)
119 
bulwiengesa (purchased data)
120 
Hermes Medien
117 
118 
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Leipzig: All key indicators show a positive trend

Weak trends in Erfurt and Magdeburg

The situation in the most populous Saxon city is similar: In

Jena ranks in the mid-field: Here the number of office

Leipzig, too, office employment has increased since 2003 by

workers has risen sharply in the last decade (from 19,600

about 14.0 percent and stood at around 103,000 employees

to 24,400). However, rents stagnated at € 11.00 per square

in the previous year. As in Dresden, overall office space

metre at the peak. Also, the vacancy rate is still relatively

remained relatively constant at around 3.4 million square

high at 10.7 percent, but the trend is falling.124

metres. Since the financial crisis, a significant reduction in
the vacancy rate was achieved – albeit from a very high

At the bottom of the table are the office markets in Erfurt

level. The vacancy rate fell from 25.8 percent in 2008 to

and Magdeburg, which are experiencing a weak trends.

15.8 percent in 2013.121 Rents rose slightly in a year-on-year

This is mainly caused by stagnant or falling numbers of

comparison: For low to medium-quality units they ranged

office workers. In Magdeburg, their number decreased in

from € 5.00 to € 8.50 per square metre/month in 2013

the last 10 years from 48,000 to 45,000, and in Erfurt from

(2012: € 4.50 to € 7.00 per square metre/month). Rents

around 52,000 to around 50,800 employees. Yet vacancy

for high-quality properties ranged from € 8.50 to € 12.00

rates in both cities are declining. In 2013, the rate in the

per square metre/month (2012: € 7.50 to € 11.50 per

Saxony-Anhalt capital stood at 9.8 percent, while in the

square metre/month).122

Thuringian capital it was 15.9 percent.125 Rents stagnated in both cities, with prime rents at € 10.50 per square

A positive trend can also be observed in the office markets

metre/month.

of Rostock and Potsdam: In Potsdam, the vacancy rate
dropped to a low 4.0 percent in 2013, while in Rostock it
went down to 7.8 percent. In both cities, office employment
has increased over the past decade.123 Prime rents were
unchanged at € 12.00 per square metre/month in 2013.

bulwiengesa (purchased data)
Hermes Medien
123 
bulwiengesa (purchased data)
121 
122 

bulwiengesa (purchased data)
bulwiengesa (purchased data)

124 
125 
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Office figures
Number of

Office vacancy

Change in

Total office

Change in Total

office employees

rates in %

vacancy rate in

space in qm

office space in %

(2013)

(2013)

percentage point

(2013)

(2011/2013)

(2011/2013)

5.5

-1.5

18,633,151

1.0

BB

Potsdam

41,618

4.0

-0.4

1,324,745

1.4

Rostock

38,379

7.8

-0.4

982,877

0.7

Dresden

107,951

9.9

-0.7

2,704,938

0.5

Leipzig

103,502

15.8

-2.9

2,788,547

0.5

Magdeburg

45,054

9.8

1.1

1,427,590

0.4

Erfurt

50,763

15.9

-1.3

1,602,775

0.4

Jena

24,449

10.7

-0.8

484,808

3.2

TH

ST

SN

682,990

MV

Berlin

Source: bulwiengesa
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Rent price ranges for office space
in Eastern Germany

City

Low to

Trend

Prime

Trend

Potsdam

5.00 – 9.00

æ

9.00 – 12.00

æ

Rostock

5.50 – 9.00

â

8.50 – 12.00

â

Dresden

4.50 – 9.00

æ

8.50 – 12.00

æ

Leipzig

5.00 – 8.50

æ

8.50 – 12.00

æ

Magdeburg

4.00 – 7.50

â

7.50 – 10.50

â

Erfurt

4.50 – 6.00

â

7.50 – 10.50

â

Jena

5.50 – 7.50

â

8.50 – 11.00

â

TH

ST

SN

BB

segment²

MV

medium segment1

1
Surface area in peripheral commercial site, up-to-date but not imposing building
² Units in the inner city and prime locations, mostly new-build with modern decoration/
furnishing

Of vital importance for the determination of local office and retail rents are location followed
by property size, as well as the type and quality of decoration/furnishing. Here too, price
ranges are given to support various forms of comparative criteria.

Rents in €/qm

Data sources: complied from local land market price reports; local IHK prices. IVD commercial
prices 2013/2014; Plötz Property Guide 2014; DIP Market and Facts and city reports 2014;
RDM Prices 2014; BNP Paribas Real Estate Property Report 2014. CB Aengevelt City Reports
2012/2013; IVG Germany Market Report 2013; in-house evaluations

æ  Rising rents    â  Stable rents    è  Falling rents
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Berlin retail property market:
rising rents in prime locations
Popular investment location
The Berlin market for retail real estate is still very much the

Popular investment location

focus of international retailers but also of national retailers

Although Berlin does not hold a top ranking as far as

seeking to expand.126 No other German city has such a

purchasing power and centrality indicators are concerned,

variety of strong retail locations as Berlin.127 In addition to

the metropolis on the Spree is a magnet for tourists from

Kurfürstendamm/Tauentzienstrasse and Friedrichstrasse,

whom the Berlin retail sector generates considerable turn

the Steglitzer Schloßstraße, Hackescher Markt, Alexander-

over that more than even out this “deficit”.129 Besides the

platz, and Wilmersdorferstraße are among Berlin’s most

fact that Berlin is one of the most popular locations for

sought after retail locations.128 The capital’s prime locations

national and international retailers, the metropolis has

reported sometimes substantial rent increases of up to 40.0

excelled in the past 18 months as an investment location for
retail properties especially in two aspects: On the one hand,
international capital flows are directed increasingly at Berlin,
and on the other hand, large-volume individual and port
folio transactions have once again become part of everyday
life. KaDeWe and Karstadt Kurfürstendamm, for example,
are two prestigious properties in the high street portfolio,
each with a value ranking clearly in the three-digit million
euro range. The purchase of Galeries Lafayette by Allianz
also belongs in the list of major transactions in Berlin.130

percent. This affected units above 150 square metres, for
which rents rose from € 180 to € 250 per square metre/
month. There was, however, a more differentiated development for smaller retail spaces between the eastern and the
western part of the city. While in the western part of the city,
rents rose over 7.0 percent in comparison to 2012 to € 300
per square metre, rents stagnated in the eastern part of Berlin. Here they remained at the previous year’s level of up to
€ 230 per square metre.

Colliers International (2014): Press release of 15.07.2014,
“Demand for Berlin among international and national retailers remains strong”
127
Colliers International (2014): Press release of 15.07.2014,
“Demand for Berlin among international and national retailers remains strong”
128
Comfort (2014): Comfort High Streets Report, p 32/33
126

129
130

Comfort (2014): Comfort High Streets Report, p 32 and p 203ff.
Comfort (2014): Comfort High Streets Report
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Retail figures
Retail turnover

Retail turnover

Retail trade

power per

in Euro

per inhabitant

centrality

inhabitant in %

per inhabitant

change in %

(2013)

(2013)

(2011/2013)

(2013)

(2011/2013)

Berlin

5,310

5.2

5,115

0.8

105.2

Potsdam

5,550

4.4

3,912

0.3

77.0

Rostock

5,115

4.3

4,753

1.8

101.5

Dresden

5,269

4.1

5,252

1.9

108.9

Leipzig

5,010

5.1

4,788

1.4

104.4

Magdeburg

5,091

3.4

5,585

0.3

119.8

Erfurt

5,202

2.4

5,533

3.6

116.2

Jena

5,225

3.1

5,260

0.2

110.0

TH

ST

SN

power in Euro
per inhabitant

BB

Retail purchasing

MV

Retail purchasing

Source: GfK GeoMarketing, 2014
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Rental price ranges
for retail space in Berlin
Rents for retail space up to approx. 100 m2

Edge of centre

Commercial centre

Prime locations

9.50 – 40.00

40.00 – 130.00

140.00 – 230.00

Trend

â

è

â

West

10.00 – 40.00

40.00 – 150.00

160.00 – 300.00

Trend

â

è

æ

Peak

85

160

350

East

Rents in €/m² shop space
Data sources: complied from IVD commercial prices 2013/2014; Brockhoff Rental Rates 2014;
Plötz Property Guide 2014; DIP Market and Facts 2014; BNP Paribas Real Estate Property
Report 2013/14. RDM Prices 2014; IHK Berlin Guidelines 2013; in-house evaluations

æ  Rising rents    â  Stable rents    è  Falling rents

Rents for retail space over 150 m2

Edge of centre

Commercial centre

Prime locations

Berlin

7.00 – 25.00

20.00 – 120.00

150.00 – 250.00

Trend

â

â

æ

Rents in €/m² shop space

æ  Rising rents    â  Stable rents    è  Falling rents

Data sources: complied from IVD commercial prices 2013/2014; IHK Berlin Guidelines 2013;
Brockhoff Rental Rates 2014; RDM Prices 2014; in-house evaluations
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Retail property market in eastern Germany:
Stable rents and rising purchasing power in
growth centres
Rents in the seven eastern German growth centres under

1.9 percent, more than in any other eastern German growth

consideration showed a nearly uniform tendency in 2013.

centres. Only Erfurt, with 3.6 percent, registered a high-

Apart from isolated rent declines in Magdeburg, Erfurt,

er increase in turnover. The special conditions prevailing

and Jena, prices remained at a stable level. In the central

in Dresden’s retail market are also reflected in rents. In

business districts of Dresden and Leipzig, rents for larger

the central business district between Prager Straße and

retail spaces even increased by up to 14.0 percent. This

Seestraße or Altmarkt, prices for larger retail properties

development was accompanied by a consistently positive

rose by 8.3 percent to a peak of € 65 per square metre; in

trend in retail purchasing power and retail turnovers in

a comparison of the seven eastern German centres for 2013

the past two years. A look at the issue of centrality shows

and 2012, this was the highest recorded rise after Leipzig.

that, with the exception of Potsdam, a considerable influx
of purchasing power is generated by the surrounding areas.

Leipzig: Growing purchasing power and high rents

Tourists, too, provide an important demand group for the

The university town and home to industrial fairs is – next

retail segment, for example in Dresden or Rostock.131 The

to the state capital Dresden and Berlin – one of the most

limited centralising effect of Potsdam is a result of the

productive regions of the new federal states. The auto-

strong pull of Berlin.

motive industry (Porsche, BMW) as well as the logistics
industry (DHL, Amazon) with their numerous employment

Dresden: Favourable population forecast

opportunities have had especially favourable impact on

and rising retail sales

population growth and the retail sector. The population

The Saxon capital is growing, and the positive population

is expected to grow by about 5.0 percent by 2030. Due

trend that has prevailed for several years is expected to

to Leipzig’s proximity to the major city of Halle (Saale),

continue, according to information provided by the Ber-

the catchment area of Leipzig’s city centre is about 1.2

telsmann Foundation. Between 2008 and 2012, Dresden

million inhabitants, or about 2.5 times the size of its ur-

registered population growth of almost 5.0 percent.132 For

ban population. The large number of potential consumers

the period 2009-2020, the Bertelsmann Foundation pre-

combined with the sharp rise in retail purchasing power

dicts further growth of 8.7 percent.133 These are favourable

makes Leipzig an attractive retail location. This applies

conditions for the Dresden retail sector, which benefits not

even if purchasing power stands at a relatively low level of

only from its own positive economic trends, but also from

around € 5,000 per capita. International retailers, such as

its proximity to the Czech Republic and Poland. Shopping

the Irish best-value provider Primark, have secured retail

tourism from neighbouring countries in the East is becom-

space in the city centre. In the central business district, peak

ing increasingly important for retailers – especially since the

prices of up to € 110 can now be achieved – the highest

Czech capital is now only 90 minutes’ drive from Dresden

value among the seven eastern German growth centres.

via the newly built motorway link. Dresden retailers have

In the investment market, past sales achieved prices in

responded with multilingual staff and marketing activities,

excess of 18 times the annual net rent. With the opening

thus reaping the benefits of this development.134 In the

of the “Hainspitze” project in the spring of 2016, a fourth

period from 2011 to 2013, retail sales per capita grew by

prime location is being established in the city in addition

Comfort (2014): Report Rostock cities and CBRE (2014): Retail market Dresden
Comfort (2014): Comfort High Streets Report
133 
https://www.wegweiser-kommune.de/statistik/bevoelkerungsprognose+dresden+gesamtbevoelkerungsentwicklung+2009-2030+tabelle, extract of 28.07.2014
134 
CBRE (2014): Retail market Dresden
131 
132 
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to the shopping streets of Petersstraße, Nikolaistraße, and

Rostock: Stable rents after previous year’s strong hike

Grimmaische Straße. This development should further en-

Located on the Baltic Sea, the Hanseatic city of Rostock is

hance the attractiveness of Leipzig as a retail location for

an important retail location, despite its centrality rating of

property investors.135

101.5, which, when compared to the national average, is
relatively low. This is in part due to the sparsely populated
region around Rostock. The university town has a stable
urban structure with clearly defined prime locations around
the Kroepeliner Straße and Universitätsplatz. Another positive point: There is no competition from suburban shopping
centres. The Rostock city planners did not repeat the mistakes made in Schwerin or Neubrandenburg, where department stores and shopping centres were located on the
outskirts, thus cannibalising inner-city retail turnovers and
seriously impairing the attractiveness of their city centres.
Accordingly, in 2013 Rostock registered stable rents in the
central business district compared to 2012 and 2011, when
rents rose by 14.0 percent for smaller retail units and about
11.0 percent for larger ones. Also, retail sales per capita
showed an increase: From 2011 to 2013, retail turnover
increased by 1.8 percent. Declining unemployment rates,
a young population structure as well as growing economic
strength will continue to make Rostock the strongest retail
location in the German Northeast well into the future.136

Comfort (2014): City Report Leipzig
Comfort (2014): City Report Rostock

135 
136
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Rental price ranges for
retail space in eastern Germany
Trend

Commercial centre2

Trend

Peak price

BB

Potsdam

9.00 – 15.00

è

18.00 – 80.00

â

80

MV

Rostock

7.00 – 30.00

â

30.00 – 80.00

â

90

Dresden

9.00 – 35.00

â

50.00 – 110.00

â

110

Leipzig

15.00 – 40.00

â

45.00 – 130.00

â

140

Magdeburg

7.00 – 20.00

è

15.00 – 55.00

â

60

Erfurt

5.00 – 12.00

â

35.00 – 110.00

â

150

Jena

8.00 – 12.00

è

20.00 – 60.00

â

60

Edge of centre1

Trend

Commercial centre2

Trend

Peak price

BB

City

Potsdam

6.00 – 12.00

â

10.00 – 35.00

â

50

Rostock

8.50 – 11.00

â

11.00 – 50.00

â

55

Dresden

7.00 – 11.00

è

40.00 – 65.00

æ

70

Leipzig

8.00 – 16.00

è

40.00 – 80.00

æ

110

Magdeburg

4.50 – 6.50

â

10.00 – 21.00

â

22

Erfurt

5.00 – 8.00

è

30.00 – 90.00

â

100

Jena

6.00 – 10.00

â

10.00 – 35.00

è

38

TH

ST

SN

Edge of centre1

MV

Rents for smaller retail units – up to approx. 100 m2

Rents for larger retail units – above 150 m2

TH

ST

SN

City

1
2

Surface area in good location in closed residential districts or district centres
Units in the inner city locations with high traffic and a wide range of product

Of vital importance for the determination of local office and retail rents are location followed
by property size, as well as the type and quality of decoration/furnishing. Here too, price
ranges are given to support various forms of comparative criteria.

Rents in €/qm

æ  Rising rents    â  Stable rents    è  Falling rents

Data sources: complied from local land market price reports; local IHK prices. IVD commercial
prices 2013/2014; Brockhoff Rental Rates 2014; DIP Market and Facts and city reports 2014;
RDM Prices 2014; Jones Lang Lasalle 2012; in-house evaluations
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Stable rent and yield
performance for food
retail properties in
Germany

Interview

with Ralf-Peter Koschny, CEO of bulwiengesa

Commercial properties in the local supply segment – such

Discounters and supermarkets are increasingly at-

as grocery discounters and supermarkets – have been

tracting investors. What makes food retail properties

increasingly popular with institutional investors for years

interesting as an asset class – in addition to stable

now and, in Germany, offer an attractive asset class with

rents and relatively high returns?

stable rents and relatively high returns. Rents for grocery
discount stores in eastern Germany increased by an

Koschny: It is precisely the demand for short-term con-

average 7.0 percent between the periods 2010 – 2014 and

sumer goods in the local supply segment – for example,

2005 – 2009, while they declined by 3.3 percent in western

food/beverages and tobacco products – that increased

Germany. Although there is currently not much growth in

significantly in the past. Between 2001 and 2011, this

rents for supermarkets in eastern or western Germany, a

expenditure increased by 13.4 percent. In many segments

stronger upward trend is still noticeable for supermarkets

of medium and long-term consumer goods, however, such

in the East. In a comparison of the periods 2005 – 2009

as fashion items, home furnishings, and household goods,

and in the preceding period 2000 – 2004, an increase of

expenditure in the same period experienced a downturn.

4.6 percent was recorded in eastern Germany, while the

In addition, an increase in expenditure per capita is to

figure for western Germany was just 2.1 percent.

be expected, which will also compensate for potential
population declines. The cause of the higher per capita

Looking at yields, an overall market analysis shows

expenditure is, among other things, the growing quality

that, compared to other real estate asset classes, high

consciousness of the younger generation, who are willing

yield levels of about 6.0 percent were achieved in east-

to pay higher prices also in the food segment. Finally, the

ern and western Germany. In C-ranked cities, whether

restrictive German planning laws play an important role.

in the East or West, even higher yields are sometimes

In many places, they ensure de facto protection against

possible.137

competition, due to the difficulty in realising new locations
outside the central supply areas. This protection against
competition for existing, adequately sized food retail
properties is an advantage in this asset class.

137
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Will the growth of online commerce cause investors

correspondingly high – with relatively low initial yield values.

to shy away from retail properties in future? The HDE

In addition, most transactions were recorded at locations

projects for 2014 an increase of 17.0 percent over 2013.

within the respective city categories with the best growth

How will the stationary trade react to this online trend?

prospects in eastern Germany.

Koschny: This development must be considered from several
angles. Looking only at the food segment, the turnover of
online trading will account for less than 1.0 percent according to estimates of the HDE. In addition, a representative
household survey conducted by our company in March 2014
confirms that online grocery shopping so far plays a fairly

Bio

minor role for consumers. Only 11.0 percent of respondents

Ralf-Peter Koschny is an engineer in urban development

have previously shopped for groceries on the Internet, with

and planning. Since 2004, he has been the CEO and a mem-

two-thirds of respondents purchasing only specialty goods

ber of the board of bulwiengesa, responsible for the retail

via the Internet. For online trading in food, the issue of de- and leisure division since January 2014. He was previously
livering often easily perishable goods still poses a significant

a project manager at Hamburg’s Economic Development

challenge. On the other hand, stationary trading will focus

Agency. Starting in 1996, he served as the managing partner

their future expansion on proximity to residential districts

of gesa Gesellschaft für Handels-, Standort- und Immobi

and the enhancement of the shopping experience.

lienberatung mbH.

Yields in the eastern B-ranked locations, not to mention
in C- and D-ranked cities, have declined considerably in
recent years. What are the reasons for this decline? Are

bulwiengesa

cities such as Erfurt, Potsdam, and Rostock a focus for in-

bulwiengesa, with offices in Berlin, Hamburg, Frankfurt and

vestors, resulting in high demand that drives prices up?

Munich, and a total of almost 80 employees in the areas of
real estate, local, and regional economics, is one of the larg-

Koschny: In general, far fewer transactions were recorded

est independent market research and consulting companies

thus far in eastern Germany when compared to the West. The

in Germany. For more than 30 years, it has implemented

relatively strong decline in yields in the eastern secondary

property management projects in a market-oriented man-

locations is caused in part by the fact that the transactions

ner. The company’s regional work focus is on Germany as

in eastern Germany are limited mainly to modern, new de- well as Central and Eastern Europ.
velopments with tenants that have a good credit rating, such
as Rewe or Aldi, and long-term leases. Purchase prices are

www.bulwiengesa.de
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Stable rents and catch-up effects
in eastern Germany
Trends in average rents in EUR/m² in eastern and western Germany for selected types of operation in
the food retail sector (Sample n=948, 2000 – 2014*)
Ø
2000 – 2004

2005 – 2009

New (eastern) federal states

9.40

Discount stores (food)



2010 – 2014

2000 – 2014

9.80

10.60

9.90

9.50

9.50

10.20

9.60

Supermarkets

8.70

9.10

14.60

10.10

Consumer markets/hypermarkets

9.20

11.00

10.50

10.70

Old (western) federal states

10.20

11.40

12.90

11.40

Discount stores (food)

10.00

12.00

11.60

11.30

Supermarkets

9.30

9.50

17.00

11.20

Consumer markets/hypermarkets

10.40

11.00

12.80

11.50

Total

9.70

10.70

12.30

10.80

* The data sample for these calculations refers to 948 items of rental information from the bulwienGesa in-house database for the period 2000 – 2014. In order to achieve a statistically significant
number of cases, averages were determined for 5-year intervals. Approx. 28 % of rentals could not be clearly assigned to annual intervals and are included to determine the overall average for
the period 2000 – 2014. The assignment of tenants to the respective retail operation was carried out according to established retail space classifications: Supermarket <1,500m2 of retail space,
consumer market/hypermarket > 1,500m2 of retail space. The data were assigned to the locations by means of the municipality key of addresses in East/West of Germany. It should be noted
that the real sample cannot map an even spread over the whole geographic market area.
Source: bulwienGesa 2014
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Eastern German C- and D-cities
with relatively high but declining returns
Average net initial yields for retail trade in peripheral location (%)
(127 RIWIS cities)

8.5 %
8.0 %
7.5 %
7.0 %
6.5 %
6.0 %
5.5 %

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

EAST

WEST

EAST A/B Cities

WEST A/B Cities

EAST C/D Cities

WEST C/D Cities
Berlin

* bulwiengesa calculates the real estate business indicator as part of its annual RIWIS survey: Net initial yields for peripheral locations in 127 cities. Taking into account that there is no
statistically sound way to determine regional yields for the food retail segment and specialist retail locations, this indicator is used as the best approximation to such a value. The RIWIS
city categories were assigned to EASTERN/WESTERN GERMANY and subdivided into primary (A), secondary (B), medium-sized (C) and smaller cities (D); for these groups, mean yield
values were calculated for each respective year. Source: bulwiengesa 2014
A-Cities: Most important German centres with national, sometimes international significance. Large, functioning markets in all segments.
B-Cities: Large cities with national and regional importance.
e.g. Office stock over 7 million m², turnover in the region of 35,000 m², peak rents for long lets above 16 Euro/m².
C-Cities: Important German cities with regional and limited national importance, having important pull on the surrounding region.
D-Cities: Small, regionally focused towns with central function for their surrounding area; low market volume and turnover.
Source: bulwiengesa 2014
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Berlin: Growth in tourism stimulates
the hotel real estate market

Boomtown Berlin: Tourism is one of the capital’s most dy-

comparison, Munich recorded 12.9 million overnight stays,

namic sectors, with the number of guest nights increasing

and Hamburg 11.6 million in the same year.140 Berlin is

from year to year. However, the capital also has a very

continuously narrowing the gap to top tourist destinations

extensive supply of beds, so that typical hotel industry

such as London and Paris. Market observers expect Berlin

indicators such as RevPAR (revenue per available room) or

to exceed the 30 million mark before the year 2020.141

ADR (Average Daily Rate) are still at a lower level compared
to other large German cities.

However, tourism is not the sole driver of growth in guest
nights. The German capital has also become an important

However, given the rapidly increasing number of visitors,

destination for business travellers. In addition to politically

this could change in the future. The threshold of 10 million

motivated trips to the capital, trade fairs and conferences

overnight stays was crossed in 2000, and just 10 years later,

also play a major role. Of particular importance in this

Berlin had already reached 20.7 million guest nights.138 In

context is the Berlin industrial fairground, which clocked

2013, another record of 26.9 million was achieved.139 By

a record turnover in 2012 of € 245 million. This income

Deloitte: Hotel market in Berlin. A capital to itself. Q2 2013 p. 4.
C BRE: Hotel Market Germany Market View 2013, p. 2
140
See ibid.
141
Deloitte: Hotel market in Berlin. A capital to itself. Q2 2013 p. 4.
138
139
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was generated to a large extent by the five major trade

Numerous hotel projects in the pipeline

fairs ITB, IFA, Grüne Woche, InnoTrans, and Fruit Logistica,

Nevertheless, the strong growth in visitors is attracting

which each accounted for significant visitor numbers.142 In

hotel operators and developers alike to the capital. The

2013, for example, the IFA consumer electronics fair alone

prospect of achieving relatively high accommodation prices

drew 142,000 trade visitors, including 46,000 visitors from

in Berlin – irrespective of fairs, makes this city very attrac-

abroad.143

tive for hotel operators and investors. Price ranges in all
segments (budget, mid-range, and luxury) in the German

Demand growing faster than supply

capital are significantly wider than in the other seven cities

Simultaneous to the increasing demand, hotel capacity has

surveyed in this report. For example, prices in the budget

increased significantly in recent years. While Berlin counted

segment range from € 22 to € 170 per night.148

555 establishments with about 69,100 beds in 2003, that
number rose to 786 establishments by the first quarter of

Currently, there is an abundance of hotel projects of all

2013, with around 131,200 beds. And since demand is in-

categories in the pipeline. Some existing brands are ex-

creasing faster than supply, bed occupancy rates increased

panding their capacity, such as Motel One, which opened

steadily between 2009 and 2012 from 48.8 percent to 53.2

a new property in the autumn of 2014 at Leipziger Platz.149

percent.144

On the other hand, new hotel concepts are being added,
such as the budget chain Moxy – a new joint venture of

Despite the generally very positive development, Berlin

the Marriott hotel chain and the furniture giant IKEA.150

is currently still somewhat below the national average in

A key development focus is the area surrounding the new

some hotel key indicators.145 Although revenue per availa-

railway station, with several new projects under construc-

ble room (RevPAR) has improved since 2010 by 7.1 percent

tion. However, the largest current hotel project is located in

to € 63.64 (2013),146 it is, however, still well below Munich

the western central business district, close to the Memorial

(€ 96.11), Frankfurt (€ 83.15) and Hamburg (€ 79.67). Ber-

Church. The One Upper West Motel is scheduled to open in

lin also ranks behind the other German top destinations

summer 2016 with 582 rooms.151

with regard to daily room rates (Average Daily Rate, ADR).
In 2013, the capital achieved an average room rate of
around € 88, compared to around € 105 in Düsseldorf and
€ 120 in Frankfurt.147

Hotel Market Germany Market View 2013, the number to Frankfurt is in the text p 4, the number
to Düsseldorf in the text on page 3rd
148
Hermes Medien: Hotel prices in 2014 – survey based on the portals HolidayCheck hotel.de, hrs.de,
booking.com and hotelreservierung.de
149
http://www.motel-one.com/de/hotels/berlin/berlin-leipziger-platz/, extract of 14.10.2014
150
http://www.huffingtonpost.de/2014/03/25/fakten-ikea-hotel_n_5026720.html
[extract of 30.07.2014]
151
Deloitte: Hotel market in Berlin. A capital to itself. Q2 2013 p. 9
147

 eloitte: Hotel market in Berlin. A capital to itself. Q2 2013 p. 2
D
http://b2b.ifa-berlin.com/DieIFA/ [retrieved on 15.07.2014]
144
Deloitte: Hotel market in Berlin. A capital to itself. Q2 2013 p. 6
145
See ibid. p. 8.
146
STR Global (2014)
142
143
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Hotel property market in eastern Germany:
widespread upward trend
Things are looking up: The hotel markets in the seven east-

The Rostock hotel market records

ern Germany cities of Potsdam, Rostock, Dresden, Leipzig,

particularly strong growth

Magdeburg, Erfurt, and Jena have shown consistent positive

In 2013, the Hanseatic city of Rostock also recorded good

development since 2008. From that year on, all major hotel

occupancy rates. Hotels here have been able to raise

KPIs have risen in all locations. However, there are signifi-

their RevPAR by 25.0 percent since 2008, from € 51.62 to

cant differences between the individual cities: While some

€ 64.24 (2013). The average hotel room rate in 2013 was

markets such as Rostock are close to the level of Berlin,

at a comparatively high € 92.81.

other locations – for example, Magdeburg and Erfurt – are
showing a much weaker performance.

In addition to Leipzig, the Saxon capital, Dresden, also
recorded a comparatively good occupancy rate in 2013 of

In the comparison, the Saxon cities of Leipzig and Dresden,

just under 64.0 percent. However, the RevPAR was signifi-

as well as the Hanseatic city of Rostock reported particu-

cantly lower than in Rostock and stood at € 46.32 in 2013.

larly good results. In 2013, Leipzig achieved an occupancy

The ADR rose from € 66.70 in 2008 to € 72.51 in 2013.

rate of 70.0 percent – the best result of all eastern German
cities. Revenue per available room (RevPAR) has increased

Potsdam ranks in the midfield of the eastern German hotel

from € 39.21 in 2008 to € 50.82 in 2013, a rise of almost

markets. Even though a comparatively high room rate of

30.0 percent. The average daily rate per hotel room (ADR)

€ 71.14 was achieved in 2013, the RevPAR of € 43.26

achieved also rose from € 61.75 in 2008 to € 72.60 in 2013.

was somewhat lower than in 2012 (€ 44.19, -2.1 percent).

One of the reasons for the good performance in Leipzig lies

However, compared to 2008, Potsdam also achieved a

in the development of the product on offer. The number of

RevPAR rise of around 23 percent. In the 2008 to 2013

available beds per night did not rise as fast as in other cities.

period, the occupancy rate rose from about 53.0 percent
to about 61.0 percent.
Taillights: Hotel property market
in Erfurt and Magdeburg
The performance of the Thuringian capital Erfurt was somewhat slower: In recent years, the RevPAR remained below
€ 40, standing at € 38.58 in 2013. The room rate for 2013
was € 60.88, while occupancy hovered at around 63.0
percent.
The taillight among the cities under consideration is the
capital of Saxony-Anhalt. In 2013, Magdeburg recorded an
occupancy rate of 45.1 percent and a room rate of € 59.39.
The RevPAR of € 26.77 is not even half of the comparative
value in Rostock and about half of that of Leipzig.152

152

A ll figures by STR Global
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Guest-nights

Average room

Revenue per room

Average room rate

Trend in %

occupancy in %

in Euro, RevPAR

in Euro, ADR

(2013)

(2011 – 2013)

(2013)

(2013)

(2013)

Berlin

26,942,082

20.5

72.7

63.64

87.59

BB

Potsdam

1,003,250

10.2

60.8

43.26

71.14

Rostock

1,817,669

20.2

69.2

64.24

92.81

Dresden

4,127,980

8.7

63.9

46.32

72.51

Leipzig

2,697,871

26.3

70.0

50.82

72.60

Magdeburg

536,112

0.7

45.1

26.77

59.39

Erfurt

753,885

3.8

63.4

38.58

60.88

Jena

301,665

-1.1

n. a.

n. a.

n. a.

TH

ST

SN

Guest-nights

MV

Hotel figures

Sources: Statistical Offices, STR Global

Price ranges for hotels (double room) in Berlin and eastern Germany 2014
❘✶✶

Middle Class ✶

✶✶

Luxury ✶

✶✶✶❘✶✶✶✶✶

22 – 170

30 – 256

50 – 410

Potsdam

55 – 100

60 – 125

60 – 140

Rostock*

30 – 90

45 – 155

60 – 219

Dresden

30 – 90

35 – 125

45 – 220

Leipzig

25 – 85

35 – 125

40 – 190

Magdeburg

40 – 66

45 – 123

50 – 190

Erfurt

38 – 84

50 – 105

64 – 138

Jena

45 – 70

48 – 115

69 – 121

TH

ST

SN

Berlin
BB

Low Budget ✶

MV

City

*

 incl. Warnemünde

Double or twin room, 2 persons, bath/shower & WC, correct when going to print,
incl. Trade Fair surcharge

Source: Holiday Check, hotel.de, hrs.de,booking.com, hotelreservierung.de
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